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Stockholm brings a new flair to business events
In Stockholm you will find classic conference hotels as well as out-of-the-box venues for out-of-the-box
thinkers. Build team spirit, converse and debate in all-purpose venues that accommodate conferences,
food and lodging all in one place. Here are some of our best recommendations for a great meeting.

Venues

Berns
Berns is all about the wow factor. This urban gem and boutique hotel
has long been the hub of colossal events, fashion shows and galas
for celebrities and media and business people. The venue has also
hosted lectures, television broadcasts and conferences aplenty. If
you want to bring a little bit of decadence into your conference this
is the definitely the place for you. Also, their award-winning in-house
Asian restaurant is one of Stockholm’s best within the culinary sphere.
berns.se

The Brewery
Münchenbryggeriet is an iconic old brewery that hosts conferences, meetings and congresses for 10-2600 participants. Their rooms
are bright, spacious and modern. Their 40 meter balcony by the
waterside offers a breathtaking view of Riddarfjärden in case you
are seeking for inspiration or just for some fresh air during breaks.
The Brewery also offers scrumptious gourmet food made from
scratch. munchenbryggeriet.se

Fotografiska
Fotografiska is one of the world’s largest meeting places for
contemporary photography. Its premises are as avant-garde as
the art displayed inside its halls. It is a perfect venue for a conference, event or party. At Fotografiska you will find a state-of-the-art
conference facility and flexible meeting rooms. Here you can have
everything from a small conference to a big summit. You will find
space, light, technology and a mesmerising view of Stockholm.
fotografiska.com/sto

Stockholm City Hall
Stockholm City Hall is one of Sweden’s most interesting and
impressive buildings, both in terms of architecture and artistic
embellishment. The Nobel Banquet, held in the Blue Hall every year,
has made the City Hall famous worldwide. Organize your own
Nobel dinner and choose any menu from 1901 and onwards! The
maximum capacity is 1,200 people. international.stockholm.se/
the-city-hall

Winterviken
Only 15 minutes away from Stockholm lies Winterviken, Alfred
Nobel’sold factory from back in 1891. Today, this beautiful establishment is owned and run by Markus Aujalay, one of Sweden’s
most reputed chefs. The building is adorned with wooden beams,
brick inner and outer walls and wooden floors. Its halls are rustic
and beautiful and the natural light that flows into its enormous
arched windows is nothing short of ethereal. There is enough
space here to accommodate both small and large companies for
conferences and meetings right in the calm stillness of the Swedish countryside. winterviken.se

Artipelag
Artipelag is a very special place. It is an art hall, an event venue,
a city-escape and an architectural masterpiece. It is a place for
memorable experiences. They offer top-class flexible spaces for
creative meetings and conferences in the middle of the breathtaking environment of Stockholm’s archipelago. They also are able
to combine meetings with cultural elements such as art shows and
other tailor-made activities that can enhance your meetings both on
a professional and cultural level. artipelag.se

Stockholmsmässan
Stockholmsmässan is owned by the city of Stockholm, and Stockholm Chamber of Commerce. Having run for 75 years, this is the
Nordic Region’s largest meeting place for conferences, events
and trade fairs. stockholmsmassan.se
Östermalmshallen
Are you looking for a venue with a difference, somewhere a little
more exciting than usual for your event? How about a genuine food
hall, where more than a hundred years of good food culture are
reflected in the unique setting, and a menu providing the best the
world has to offer? If so, you need look no further than Östermalms
Saluhall. ostermalmshallen.se
Pop House and ABBA The Museum
Pop House is located on the scenic and central island of Djurgården
where a hotel, a restaurant and a museum share the same building.
ABBA The Museum is more than an ordinary museum. You’ll find the
members’ costumes, gold records, original items, memorabilia,
and much but at this museum you are an important part of the experience. Your delegates will “Walk in. Dance out”
pophouse.se/en/meetings-events/
Operakällaren
Operakällaren is a famed and legendary establishment in Stockholm.
Its large entrance hall has magnificent views of the royal castle, the
Riksdag house and the stream of Stockholm. In this glorious hall
and its adjacent rotunda meetings and other events can be organised for up to 300 people. Corporate presentations, fashion shows
and exclusive banquets have all graced this space.
operakallaren.se

Restaurant for groups

Haymarket by Scandic
The second you walk inside this hotel you will be transported to the
elegance and optimism of the 1920s. Art Deco, black and white
and velvet adorn its many rooms and in-house restaurants.
Their venue options span from a cinema with dark red velvet armchairs, a private roof terrace, a bar and 6 meeting rooms of varying
sizes. Intimate or extravagant, here there is something for all tastes
and needs. A bonus point is the hotel’s unbeatable location right on
Hötorget. You will be surrounded by square shops, cinemas and
concert halls the second you step outside its doors.
scandichotels.com/haymarket
Stallmästaregården
Stallmästaregården is surrounded by a peaceful and idyllic
setting overlooking the feat of tree trunks that circle the the Royal
Hagaparken, Stockholm’s National City Park. Stallmästaregården’s
hotel also has a cozy restaurant, lounge and bar in its arsenal of
offerings. This is the perfect place for personal business meetings
and conferences; It is secluded enough surrounded by nature yet it
is just seconds away from central Stockholm.
stallmastaregarden.se

Vaxholms kastell
Heading off to the archipelago is a perfect way to get some much
needed mental peace and to create a sense of community among
colleagues and participants during a conference. You can come
here for an all-day, half-day or overnight conference. For the sake
of simplicity Vaxholms kastell offers a a range of conference packages with local food, snacks and meals included. kastellet.com
Oaxen
Oaxen offers the ultimate Nordic gastronomic experience featuring a
modern take on Northern cuisine made only from natural local ingredients. Its club room is the perfect dining room for those who want to have
a dinner in seclusion, celebrate a special occasion or host formal or
informal meetings. Host a half-day or full-day conference while enjoying
one of the most fantastic views of Stockholm’s harbour inlet. oaxen.com
Aveqia
You know what they say, sharing a meal can bring people together, but preparing food as a collective can bring people even closer.
AVEQIA is a meeting place for gastronomic business events
where you cook with your customers, partners or colleagues. This
is a great way to spike up a conference and a great way to make
the group deepen their relationships. Come here for a half or full
day conference and adjust the cooking sessions to your needs
and schedule. aveqia.com
Café Opera
Operakällaren is also well known for its popular concept Café
Opera – a bar, club and restaurant all in one place. Café Opera is
a part of the Royal Opera house and thereby ideally located in the
city centre, with a spectacular view of the water, Grand Hôtel, the
Old Town and the Royal Palace. The cuisine is famous, and so is
the service. www.cafeopera.se
Urban Deli
Urban Deli is not just a restaurant, it is also a grocery store, a
market hall and a hotel. Urban Deli Sveavägen is their biggest
venture with a hotel in the basement, a roof bar, a café, a lounge,
a food studio and conference rooms. A short walk from Urban Deli
Sveavägen lies Convendum with a fifteen state-of-the-art facilities
in different sizes, from the smallest meeting rooms for just two
people to a beautiful lounge and conservatory which can accommodate up to 150 people. A variety of services are offered such
as conference packages, transfers and other concierge services.
urbandeli.org

Activities

Green Hat People
Green Hat People do not just host meetings, they have developed
an impressive and fun methodology to make meetings not just a
mandatory bore, but an energizing and fruitful exchange
between participants. Their methods combines gamification
techniques, off-the-shelf products and proprietary technology.
Their workshops are innovative, rule-bending, immersive and most
importantly, they deliver results. greenhatpeople.com

Skansen
Skansen is an oasis in the middle of the big city. It is a mixture of a
zoo and a collection of cultural and historic buildings. The presence
of nature, the animals and the unique surroundings are here to
ignite curiosity and imagination. Here you and your colleagues
will find the inspiration you are looking for. Enliven your conference
with their views, lectures, activities and corporate arrangements for
small and large groups. skansen.se

Nobel attractions
In mid-December top scientists, royalty and politicians gather in
Stockholm to honor this year’s Nobel laureates. But you too can
experience the city in the spirit of Alfred Nobel. For example, you
can take a tour of the City Hall where the Nobel banquet is held,
visit the Nobelmuseum in the Old Town or a museum with a focus
on science. Or why not sample the Nobel Banquet menu?
visitstockholm.com/guides/nobel-attractions/

Guided rooftop tours
Take the chance and experience Stockholm from its rooftops on
guided tours. This is a unique combination of climbing and sightseeing
for those who are not afraid of heights. From the heart of Stockholm
you get a spectacular panoramic view of rooftops, rocks and
towers. Together with the guides, you walk around the roof via
gangways which are well-rooted in a security system.
takvandring.com

Ice skating
Few countries in the world can offer such a fantastic environment
for skating natural ice as Sweden. The feeling of gliding through
the beautiful winter landscapes of Stockholm and the archipelago
is truly remarkable. You can try a short day tour as well as longer
multi day tours together with expert guides on the natural ice in
Stockholm and surroundings. iceguide.se

Balloon flight
Forget about airplanes or helicopters. Take to the skies in a balloon!
Once you are up there you can quietely float and breath in all of the
vista from a bird’s eye angle. Hot air ballooning is one of the safest
ways to travel in the air and the balloon is made of non-combustible
material. Trust us when we say that flying will never be the same
after this. farochflyg.se

Visit Stockholm offers further introduction to Stockholm’s potential
and provides free-of-charge services and all the support needed to
plan a successful meeting. visitstockholm.com/professionals

Want to find out more?

Glassblower for a day
Feel like doing some out-of-the-ordinary activities with your team?
You can try the unique art of blowing glass. Learn under the
tutelage of professional glass blowers and blow your imaginative
mind away. You will also enrich your knowledge bank by learning
about the history of glass, about glass making and the history of
glassworks itself. stockholmsglasbruk.com
Fishing in Stockholm
Fishing is a pretty easy venture in Stockholm. Lots of water and
fishing enthusiasm make it a hobby many people find easy to enjoy.
Depending on your ambitions or how much time you have, you
can choose whole day/week excursions or just drop your rod in
the city if you only have a couple hours. People fishing outside the
Royal Palace is a classic Stockholm sight. These waters are good for
salmon fishing – otherwise fishers wouldn’t be standing there every
day, year round. Those fishing with a rod in central Stockholm, Lake
Mälaren, or the archipelago do not need a fishing license.
catchrelax.se
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